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Institution: Harvard University in Cambridge, 
Massachusetts

Food Service Operation Type: self-operated 

Dining Operations: 6,700 undergraduates participate 
in the meal plan. The campus has 13 undergraduate 
dining halls, one kosher kitchen, and 15 retail cafés.  

Meals Served Per Year: 5 million

Species served as a part of residential dining program: 
Atlantic pollock, skate, Acadian redfish, and white 
hake

Total Volume Served: 3,000 lbs of Red’s Best locally 
caught seafood served per month, with an additional 
8,000 lbs of MSC or GMRI certified seafood from North 
Coast served per month

Frequency Seafood is Served: 5 to 7 entrees per week 
in residential dining

Percent Local Seafood (of overall seafood spending): 
25% is Red’s Best locally caught seafood

Find this case study and others on our website: www.farmtoinstitution.org/blog-categories/case-studies

SEA TO CAMPUS CASE STUDY

http://www.gmri.org/sites/default/files/resource/species_cards_redfish.pdf
http://www.farmtoinstitution.org/blog-categories/case-studies
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OVERVIEW OF THE SEAFOOD PROGRAM
Harvard University Dining (HUDS) has two primary seafood 
suppliers: Red’s Best and North Coast Seafoods. While North 
Coast provides some of the seafood in the sustainable seafood 
initiative, it is Red’s Best that has offered Harvard a unique all-
local seafood option. Red’s Best serves as an aggregator from 
a number of small boats, processing the fish and selling this 
“catch of the day” to Sysco. Harvard orders the “catch of the 
day” from Sysco, and Sysco delivers to the university.

HUDS has agreed to purchase a “catch of the day” from Red’s 
Best at a fixed price that assures a fair and stable price is paid 
to the fishermen. The species of fish offered through this 
“Catch of the Day” varies, but regularly includes pollock, hake, 
and redfish. These species are similar enough to allow for the 
same preparation method.

HUDS markets the “catch of the day” with a poster and point-
of-sale materials describing the fish and the boat from which 
it came. This marketing material is provided by Red’s Best, 
making implementation very easy for HUDS. Students have 
responded particularly well to this “Catch of the Day” and 
HUDS is increasing the frequency of these menu items as the 
available volume allows. 

The purchases through Red’s Best represent approximately 
25% of HUDS overall seafood purchases. The vast majority 
of the remaining purchases are either Marine Stewardship 
Council certified or Gulf of Maine Research Institute certified 
and are provided by North Coast Seafoods.

SEAFOOD CRITERIA
Working with seafood expert 
Barton Seavor, Director of the 
Healthy and Sustainable Food 
Program at Harvard School of 
Public Health’s Center for Health 
and the Global Environment, 
HUDS established a program to 
improve the overall sustainability 
of their seafood. 

All seafood purchased must 
meet any combination of the 
following criteria:

1. Certified by a recognized 
resource
2. Locally/domestically sourced
3. An abundant species
4. Where appropriate, off-cuts 
used to ensure no waste of fish

All products are then evaluated 
for the following additional 
criteria:

1. Price – good for HUDS and for 
the fishermen
2. A volume available for HUDS’ 
scale of ordering (700-1,200 lbs 
per service)
3. Customer taste/choice
4. Available in a form HUDS can 
prepare (i.e. already filleted)

TCPDF Example 009
by Nicola Asuni - Tecnick.com
www.tcpdf.org

The two varieties of Pollock, Alaskan and Atlantic, are similar enough so that
either may be used in most recipes, though there is a difference in texture -
Atlantic Pollock tends to be firmer than Alaskan

Pollock is a very mild fish (similar to cod) that can be overwhelmed by
overly acidic or strong flavors. Milder seasonings complement this light,
flaky fish.

Fisherman: Stanley Adamczewski
Species: Pollock
Fishing Vessel: Humbak
Gear Type: Otter Trawl
Port Landed: New Bedford MA
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LESSONS LEARNED
HUDS has identified several reasons why their local and sustainable seafood program has been 
successful. Based on their experience, they offer the following tips:

1. Create recipes for the fish that are available rather than trying to source fish to meet a particular 
recipe. Integrate purchasing at the front end of menu planning to increase sustainability. Have the 
procurement team provide a list of sustainable options for the menu planners and be aware of 
seasonality of fish and seasonal catch limits. 

2. Partner with your vendor to determine what 
fish is already available through their sources. 
Don’t assume they aren’t already working on 
this – they probably are and have already done 
much of the leg-work.

3. IQF (Individually Quick Frozen) is acceptable 
for any fish (thanks to advances in on-boat 
technology)

4. An established vendor is a vital partner  
Individual boats or small cooperatives can rarely 
meet the volume needs of a large university.

5. Aquaculture is an important part of the 
program, but it has to be responsible. There are 
certifications that can evaluate this.

6. Due to high volume needs, it is more 
responsible NOT to buy some species.

7. Under-utilized species are highly sustainable, 
but require a partnership (an aggregator like 
Red’s Best) to match a specific species and 
catch to your volume (and price) needs.

8. Slow down: tackling a whole category all at once does not allow for effective communication. 
Tackle one item at a time to allow messaging, sampling and support, with adequate feedback from 
customers and operators.

9. You do not need to be certified yourself (by MSC or others), especially if you are not going to follow 
a single source of certification. Certifying your institution has the potential to confuse and discredit 
what you are doing if you are not supporting a single source of certification exclusively.

Friday’s Fresh Catch
faces of the fleet

Captain Eric R.
From Oak Blu�s, Martha’s Vineyard. Born in Missouri. Lived in Boston at 
18 and took a job on a Vineyard lobster boat; been fishing ever since. 
Loves fishing in the Vineyard Sound and Nantucket Sound. Has seen big 
Sturgeon in the Atlantic Ocean. Landed a 850+ pound swordfish from a 
dory one day as a kid. A lot of his fish are still alive when they are loaded 
onto ice in the truck. He doesn’t store them in a fish hold at all so they 
don’t get crunched under the weight of the other fish piled on top.

Captain Aldwin H.
From Hoonah, AK. Born in Kansas. Followed a friend up to Alaska. Always 
loved to fish and was happy to get paid to go fishing. Started in 1991 
crewing on various vessels and bought his first boat in 1996. Once caught 
a Sturgeon Poacher in a shrimp pot – it’s like a little dinosaur. Saw a one 
thousand pound ocean sunfish. His salmon are all immediately pressure 
bled and frozen at sea. The high quality leads to a far better shelf life and 
preserves the fresh caught flavor.

Captain Mark V.
From Beverly, MA. Taught by his father to fish and to appreciate. Drawn 
to meeting challenges and being outdoors. Likes to fish for striper and 
giant bluefin tuna. Knows tuna are smart, big, and strong. Once caught a 
600 lb bluefin in the middle of the commercial bass fleet o� Gloucester, 
MA. His fish are slushed as soon as they’re caught and are never held 
overnight, and all are caught with rod and reel.

Captain Al
Born into a Martha’s Vineyard fishing family. Started fishing for bass from 
kayaks, then an 8 ft. zodiac o� the beach. Drawn to fishing by freedom 
and fun. Loves to fish in the canyons. Once was fishing in the middle of a 
lightning storm that electrified rods in rod holders to vibrate and buzz. He 
takes incredible care of the fish and constantly tries to improve.

Captain Tom
From Falmouth, MA. Began fishing in 1970, after serving in the Coast 
Guard. Has worked for himself all along. Likes to fish in Nantucket Sound, 
close to home. Once caught a 19th-century corked bottle in the front 
of Nantucket Harbor that said “to his majesty the king”. Still has it. He 
believes that the level of risk that fishermen put themselves through to 
make a living would shock people. Now semi-retired with the risk taking. 
His day-boat product is very marketable.

Red’s Best is a company of commercial fishermen. Our fleet 
of small day-boats on Martha’s Vineyard and Cape Cod 
are dedicated to taking exceptional care of our fish while 
responsibly harvesting the ocean. We seek mutually beneficial, 
lasting relationships with people who appreciate quality, 
freshness and hard work.

Sustaining the Livelihood of 
the American Fisherman

HARVARD UNIVERSITY DINING SERVICES
is proud to partner with
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LEARN MORE
FINE’s Farm & Sea to Campus Project aims to increase the amount of local food served in colleges 
and universities. Get connected with the New England Farm & Sea to Campus Network by visiting 
www.farmtoinstitution.org/farm-college. 

To learn more about farm to institution efforts across New England, visit 
www.farmtoinstitution.org. 

RECIPES
Catch of the Day with Brown Butter & Capers: 
www.farmtoinstitution.org/recipe/catch-day-brown-butter-capers

For more farm to institution recipes, go to 
www.farmtoinstitution.org/tools#recipes

http://www.farmtoinstitution.org/farm-college
http://www.farmtoinstitution.org
http://www.farmtoinstitution.org/recipe/catch-day-brown-butter-capers

